DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Sitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO.________________________
LOCATION NW NW NW
SEC. 34 TWP. 4 RGE. 17 W

Dry Hole x Abandoned Oil Well__________________________ Abandoned Gas Well

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. _______ Lease ___________ Johnson

Operator Geo Vye & Deek Drg Co Address Deek Drg Co Wichita, Kans

Field ____________________ County ____________________ Phillips

Total Depth ___________ Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

8 5/8" at 146' circulated with cement

Circulated hole with heavy mud, pumped cementing plug to 144', followed by 45 sax cement with 2 sax chloride, filling hole with cement from 144' to 0' with cement.

Cementing by Halliburton Co.

PLUGGING
FILE SEC. 34 TWP. 4 RGE. 17 W
BOOK PAGE 96 LINE 19

RE:

STATE CONSERVATION DIVISION
CONSERVATION DIVISION
Wichita, Kansas

Date 4-6-53

District Conservation Agent